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Abstract—This paper proposes a dual fast gradient-projection
method for solving quadratic programming problems that arise in
model predictive control of linear systems subject to general polyhedral constraints on inputs and states. The proposed algorithm is
well suited for embedded control applications in that: 1) it is extremely simple and easy to code; 2) the number of iterations to
reach a given accuracy in terms of optimality and feasibility of
the primal solution can be tightly estimated; and 3) the computational cost per iteration increases only linearly with the prediction
horizon.
Index Terms—Computational methods, optimization algorithms, predictive control for linear systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

ODEL predictive control (MPC) is continuously
gaining popularity in industry to solve a very wide
spectrum of control problems due to its ability to explicitly
optimize closed-loop performance and to take into account constraints on command inputs, internal states, and outputs [1]–[3].
The key enabler for the spread of MPC in industry is the availability of algorithms that can solve the quadratic program (QP)
associated with MPC online at each sampling step. This means
the availability of embedded optimization algorithms for QPs
that: 1) can provide a solution within the available sampling
interval (e.g., 10 ms in a typical automotive application) on
relatively simple control hardware (e.g., a microcontroller or
a ﬁeld-programmable gate array); 2) require a small memory
footprint to store the data deﬁning the optimization problem
and the code implementing the optimization algorithm itself; 3)
lead to a control code that is simple enough to be software-certiﬁable, especially in safety-critical applications; and 4) have
worst-case execution time that is well predictable, in order to
satisfy hard real-time system requirements.
During the last years various researchers have spent considerable efforts to develop algorithms that address the above requirements. To date, many good algorithms and packages for
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QP are available to solve linear MPC problems, mainly active-set methods [4]–[6], interior-point methods [7]–[9], and
Newton methods [10].
A different approach to meet the above requirements was
taken in [11], where the authors proposed the use of multiparametric quadratic programming to precompute the optimal solution as an explicit piecewise afﬁne function of the state vector.
Nonetheless, the approach is limited to relatively small problems (typically: one or two command inputs,short prediction
horizons, up to ten states) and to linear time-invariant (LTI) systems, so the quest for adequate QP algorithms to be embedded
in control applications for online execution is continuing.
Within the MPC community, fast gradient-projection
methods [12], [13] were also proposed very recently in
[14]–[18]. In [15], [16] a ﬁrst step was made towards computational complexity certiﬁcation for the method of [12]
when applied to MPC. The fast gradient-projection method is
applied to the primal problem, so the results are limited only
to input-constrained MPC problems with simple constraint sets
(e.g., a box). In [17] the fast gradient method is applied to the
dual of the MPC problem, where the equality constraints corresponding to the state equations are relaxed. This framework
can only handle bound input-state constraints with diagonal
weight matrices and ellipsoidal constraints on the terminal
state, with the Hessian matrix deﬁning the ellipsoid being equal
to that of the terminal cost. Complexity certiﬁcation is provided
only for the dual cost (whereas in MPC the main concern
is on primal cost and feasibility of primal variables) and the
estimated bounds are not tight in general. In [19] a combination
of the augmented Lagrangian with the fast gradient-projection
method is proposed for linear time-invariant MPC with box
constraints. The algorithm involves an outer and inner loop and
has no complexity certiﬁcation.
In this paper we propose an algorithm based on the fast gradient-projection method of [12] for linear MPC problems with
general polyhedral constraints on inputs and states. Speciﬁcally, the fast gradient-projection method is applied to the dual
problem resulting by relaxing the inequality constraints. Global
convergence rates of
(where is the iteration counter)
are provided not only for dual optimality but also for primal
optimality, primal feasibility, and distance from the primal optimizer, which are all that matter in MPC applications. In addition, practical termination criteria are provided that guarantee
a solution of prespeciﬁed accuracy. Furthermore, an efﬁcient
way of calculating the gradient of the dual function with a complexity that increases only linearly with the prediction horizon
is described. Finally, some practical ways for determining the
worst-case number of iterations to achieve a certain accuracy
are provided for MPC problems.
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and that the terminal cost is

II. NOTATION
Let , ,
,
,
,
denote the sets of real numbers, non-negative integers, column real vectors of length ,
real matrices of size
by , symmetric positive semideﬁnite
and positive deﬁnite by matrices, respectively. The transpose of a matrix
is denoted by . For any nonnegative integers
the ﬁnite set
is denoted by
. If
we simply write
. For
,
denotes its Euclidean projection on the nonnegative orthant, i.e., the vector whose th coordinate is
.
, the projection of onto the -axis, is deFor
noted by
. For
a vector
,
denotes its Euclidean norm, while if
,
denotes its spectral norm (unless otherwise
stated). For
,
denotes the th row of . The
-dimensional vector whose entries are all equal to one is denoted by (the dimension should be clear from the context).
The Kronecker product of
,
is denoted
by
. If
is continuously differentiable and
for all
then
we say that is
-smooth. If there exists a
such that
for every
belonging to some convex set then we say that is strongly
convex on with convexity parameter
. For a set
,
,
,
denote its interior, its relative interior and
its boundary, respectively. The graph of a set-valued mapping
, is the set
, its domain
is
, while its range is
.

III. BASIC SETUP
Consider an MPC formulation based on the following
constrained ﬁnite-horizon linear-quadratic optimal control
problem:

(1a)
(1b)
(1c)
(1d)
(1e)
where given a vector
(the current state
vector) the goal is to compute a state-input sequence
,
for the
LTI model (1c), such that it minimizes the ﬁnite-horizon cost
(1a) over the prediction horizon of length , while satisfying
initial condition (1b), linear state-input constraints (1d)
and linear terminal constraints (1e)
. It
is assumed that the stage cost is
(2)

(3)
where

,

Let

, and
,

.
and
. Also, let

,
,
Then (1) can be expressed as

and
be the afﬁne mapping with
,
.
(4)

By dualizing the inequality constraints, we obtain the following
problem which is dual to (4):
(5)
where the dual function is
(6)
and
is the Lagrangian function for
(4). For
let
,
denote the set of optimal
solutions of (4) and (5), respectively.
Since (4) is a convex quadratic program, strong duality holds
as long as (4) is feasible (without the need of any constraint
qualiﬁcation). Therefore
, and in principle one
to obtain a dual optimal vector
could solve
and then calculate a primal optimal vector
by
solving
.
IV. ACCELERATED DUAL GRADIENT PROJECTION
This section describes the Accelerated Dual Gradient Projection (GPAD for short) scheme for solving (4). The goal is to
compute an
-optimal solution for (4), deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 1: Consider two nonnegative constants
. We
say that
is an
-optimal solution for (4) if
and
(7a)
(7b)
Equation (7a) bounds the distance of the corresponding
primal cost from the optimal value, while (7b) bounds the maximum primal infeasibility for the primal suboptimal solution.
Note that although in most dual methods (e.g., [17]) the goal is
to ﬁnd an approximate dual solution (i.e.,
),
our aim is to ﬁnd an approximate primal solution in the sense of
Deﬁnition 1. This is very important in MPC applications where
the goal is to compute the optimal input sequence for (1).
To simplify notation, we omit the dependence on the parameter appearing in (4), (5), and (6). The results presented in this
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section are valid under less stringent assumptions than the ones
satisﬁed by (1), regarding , , and . Speciﬁcally, we asis strongly convex and continuous over
sume that
,
is afﬁne, and
is closed, convex. Then
is
-smooth and its gradient is given by
with
, e.g., see [23]. Furthermore, we
assume that there exists a
with
, or that is
polyhedral and there exists a
with
. Then strong
duality holds [24].
GPAD (summarized in Algorithm 1) is the ﬁrst fast gradientprojection method of Nesterov [12] (see also [13], [25, Sec.
6.9,], [26, Alg. 2], and [27]) applied to the concave maximization problem (5).
Algorithm 1: Accelerated Dual Gradient-Projection
Input:

.

and notice that
, since
. The following
lemma will be instrumental for showing global convergence
rates for the primal problem (4).
Lemma 2 ([26, Proof of Cor. 2]): Let
be generated by Algorithm 1. For any
and
,

(11)
global
The main consequence of Lemma 2 is the
convergence rate of the dual cost to the optimal value, stated in
the following corollary.
Corollary 3 ([26, Cor. 2]): Let
be generated
by Algorithm 1. Then for any

.

1

(12)

2

In Corollary 3 and in what follows,
set
of dual optimal solutions.

3
4
Step 1.

. Set

and go to
A. Primal Infeasibility Bound

When Algorithm 1 is applied to solve (1), a Lipschitz constant
can be computed by forming explicitly the Hessian of
for
as in [21] and calculating its spectral norm. We remark that
Algorithm 1 can also be applied to solve problem (1), in the
case where the dynamics (1c) are linear time-varying (LTV).
For LTV systems where the calculation of the spectral norm is
not affordable in real-time, one can compute an upper bound
on
, such as the Frobenius norm or the induced 1-norm, or
perform a backtracking line search during the course of GPAD
(see, e.g., [26] and [27]).
Remark 1: Convergence of Algorithm 1 can be shown for
any stepsize satisfying
(8)
(see [26]). The stepsize in Step 4 satisﬁes
e.g.,
(8) as an equality. It also satisﬁes the inequality
. More importantly, it possesses a crucial property which will
be heavily exploited later [26], i.e.,
(9)
Denote by
sion of at

is any element of the

the ﬁrst-order Taylor expan, and
. Since
is concave,
with Lipschitz continuous gradient, one has
[13, Th. 2.1.5]. Let
, i.e.,

(10a)
(10b)

Algorithm 1 solves the dual problem (5). However, in applications such as MPC were the task is to compute an optimal
input sequence, the main concern is to determine properties of
the algorithm regarding the primal problem (4). In this subsection we will provide bounds for the convergence rate of the averaged primal sequence
(13)
. Convergence results for the averaged primal
where
sequence (13) have been reported in [23, Th. 3], for Nesterov’s
third accelerated gradient scheme which uses two projections
and a weighted sum of all the previous gradients, and in [26,
Cor. 2] for a method similar to the one presented in this paper.
A similar approach for Nesterov’s third method coupled with
the smoothing technique of [23] and dual decomposition for
distributed optimization was followed by [14]. However all
these results concern saddle problems with compact dual
and/or primal constraint sets. In contrast, we do not require any
boundedness assumption on or the dual optimal set .
The next theorem provides bounds on the maximum primal
infeasibility for the averaged primal sequence (13).
Theorem 4: Let
be generated by algorithm 1. Then for any
(14)
Proof: For any

we have
. Multiplying by

and

rearranging terms
, where the equality follows by subtracting
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(10b) from (10a) and the latter is used to express
, this implies

Multiplying by
of

. Since
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where the inequality follows from convexity of
for
and the second equality follows from (9). Using (17)
since it is
in Lemma 2 while dropping
nonnegative, yields

and using the convexity of each component

(18)
By replacing

in (18), where
if
if

From (9) it holds
and that

. Hence, using the fact that
(see Remark 1), we get

and dropping the term
obtain

since it is nonnegative, we

(15)
Using

(19)
Now

in (11) and dropping
and
since they are nonnegative, we obtain
. Therefore

(20)
and
and (20) in (19) yields

. Therefore using

, where the
, and the
ﬁrst inequality follows from nonexpansiveness of
third by the triangle inequality. Combining the last inequality
with (15) and the fact that
for any
, we
obtain (14).

since

B. Primal Suboptimality Bounds

, (21) implies (16a). To prove
Since
(16b), we notice that
, where the inequality follows from the
saddle point inequality
for
. Therefore
.
all
Since
and
, it holds that
. There. Using (14), we
fore
obtain (16b).
Equation (16a) reﬁnes the results in [26, Cor. 2], where the
latter assumes that the constraint set is bounded. This is not the
case for GPAD, where the constraint set of the dual is the nonnegative orthant.
If Algorithm 1 starts from
, then the cost
is
always lower than , as it is shown below. In that case, one has
to worry only about checking feasibility during the iterations.
Corollary 6: Let
be generated by Algorithm 1 with
. Then for any

We will next derive a global convergence rate for the distance
from . Notice that a lower bound on
of
is also relevant since
could be infeasible, therefore one may
have
as well.
be generated by AlgoTheorem 5: Let
rithm 1. Then for any

(16a)
(16b)
Proof: Since
, for any
, the quantity
pressed as
by
and summing from 0 to ,

and
can be ex. Now multiplying

(21)

(22)

(17)

in (18) and use
Proof: Simply put
.
The next corollary gives a bound on the number of iterations needed by GPAD to reach an
-optimal solution.
Its proof follows directly by Theorems 4 and 5 and Corollary 6.
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Corollary 7: Let

. For any

(23)

[28] requires knowledge of the dual bound
. As it will become clear in Section VI, the calculation of a tight dual bound
is not trivial for parametric optimization problems, such as those
arising in MPC. A loose dual bound can have negative effects
on the practical convergence of [28].
C. Convergence Rate of Averaged Primal Sequence

is a

-solution for (4). If

, for any

(24)
is a
-solution for (4).
According to Corollary 7, when started from

, GPAD

reaches
-optimality in
iterations. The complexity estimate to achieve the same level of suboptimality for
the dual cost, which is the standard result found in the literature (see, e.g., [12]) is of order
. In the case of
Problem (1), the only quantity dependent on the initial state is
. In fact, for MPC problems
can become very large especially when the initial state is close to the boundary of the set of
feasible states. When
, the bound on the number of iterations becomes less sensitive to large values of
(if
),
resulting to tighter iteration bounds.
Remark 2: Recently, a double smoothing technique for
computing nearly optimal and primal feasible solutions for
inﬁnite-dimensional optimization problems was proposed in
[28]. The method uses a regularization to obtain an approximate, differentiable dual function, in the spirit of [23]. Then it
uses a second regularization in order to make the dual function
strongly convex and applies the fast gradient algorithm of
[13]. Translating the result of [28] to the present setting, the
double smoothing technique is applied to problems of the form
, where is closed and convex,
and is closed, convex and bounded. It is based on forming the
dual problem that results from relaxing the constraint
.
and
must be sufﬁciently simple so that
This means that
the dual function can be computed explicitly. In an optimal
control setting such as MPC, the constraint
models
, while the stage cost,
the state equations
terminal cost and state-input constraints must be simple enough
for the method to be implementable (see also [16]). Since
we assume that the dual function is differentiable, the ﬁrst
smoothing is not needed. Taking this into account, the method
of [28] requires
iterations to compute a
with
and
primal vector
, when started from
. On the
other hand, GPAD dualizes the input-state constraints and
not the state equations, therefore it can deal with arbitrary
polyhedral sets (for which the projection can be quite involved)
as input-state constraints. According to Corollary 7 GPAD
requires
iterations to compute a primal vector
with
and
, when started
from
.
Although the two methods are not directly comparable, it
is obvious that the
rate of GPAD is better than the
rate of [28]. Furthermore, the technique of

The next theorem proves that if the cost function is strongly
convex over , then the squared Euclidean distance of the aver,
aged primal sequence from the unique optimizer,
converges to zero with convergence rate
, i.e., with
the same convergence rate for primal optimality and primal
feasibility.
Theorem 8: Let
be generated by Algorithm 1. If is continuously differentiable and strongly convex
, then for any
on with convexity parameter

Proof: By the assumptions of the statement,
isfy (see e.g. [24])

and

sat-

(25a)
(25b)
is strongly convex on , with
The function
convexity parameter
, as the nonnegative weighted sum of
with the convex functions ,
the strongly convex function
[13, Lem. 2.1.4]. Therefore, we have

(26)
where the ﬁrst inequality follows from deﬁnition of strong convexity [13, Def. 2.1.2] and the second from the fact that
and (25a). Therefore

where the ﬁrst inequality follows from (26) and the second from
(25b). The proof of the claim completes by invoking Theorems
4 and 5.
We will next show that
is strongly convex on
for
the MPC problem (1), therefore the assertion of Theorem
8 is valid for (1) (without affecting the validity of the result we assume that , ,
are all 0). By performing the
, the stage cost betransformation
comes
,
where
is the Schur complement of
. Thus, without loss of generality we can
assume that

. In that case, the cost function of (1) is
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and
where

,

..
.

Since
equal to

..
.

..

.

..
.

..
.

,
, and

..
.

is lower triangular with diagonal elements
1, it follows that it is nonsingular. Let
. For any
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However, for parametric optimization problems like (4), imposing a termination criterion based on absolute accuracy regarding the value function
may be overly conservative
in practice. For example, when MPC is applied to a regulation
problem, if the current state is far from the origin, the value
can be quite large, making an absolute accuracy
function
termination criterion very hard to satisfy. On the other hand,
when the current state is close to the origin, the value function
can be arbitrarily close to zero, making a relative termination
criterion hard to satisfy. Notice that if
, the latter issue
concerns the optimality test for the current iterates only, since
always. In practice it is more sensible to use a
termination criterion that strikes a balance between absolute and
relative accuracy

(27)
is the desired relative cost accuracy.
, satisfaction of (27) implies
. The termination
criterion (27) is particularly suitable for MPC problems
where usually one has
. In that case, if
is larger
than 1, then GPAD will provide a primal solution such that
is satisﬁed, which is more sensible
than the absolute accuracy criterion. On the other hand, if
is nonnegative and close to zero, a relative accuracy stopping
criterion becomes impractical. Equation (27) switches automatically between the two options without requiring knowledge of
.
In many cases the calculation of the dual cost in (27) can
be avoided. Speciﬁcally, if
then
, where the inequality follows from dual feasibility of
and the equality by (6) and
Step 2 of GPAD. Therefore, if
where now
Since

where the second equality follows from
and
ﬁrst inequality from
inequality from

, the
and the last
.

D. Termination Criteria
Given accuracies
,
, Theorems 4 and 5 provide a theoretical bound on the worst-case number of iterations
needed by GPAD to compute an
-solution (cf. Corollary
7). In addition they can serve as practical termination criteria,
since
appearing in (16a) can be computed during the
course of the algorithm. Therefore at every iteration one can
test
-optimality of the averaged iterate by examining if
,
are sat, by Corollary 6 one needs
isﬁed. Note that, in case
only to test if
since
always holds. This has the advantage of avoiding the computationally expensive calculation of the primal and dual cost.
Note also that if is afﬁne [as in Problem (1)], then calculation of
requires
ﬂops using the already calculated
,
.
One can also test the current iterate
for
-optimality. We have observed experimentally that the cost accuracy and maximum constraint violation for the averaged iterate
converge smoothly (almost monotonically) with a behavior
that is in accordance with the corresponding
bounds.
On the other hand, the corresponding sequences for the running iterate
are less predictable, exhibiting an oscillatory
behavior. However, most often the latter reaches the required
accuracy levels faster than the averaged iterate.
For QPs such as (1), the absolute accuracy criterion with respect to primal feasibility can be made scale-free; one can scale
the linear constraints so as to have
,
in problem
(1), provided that the origin is contained in the interior of the
constraint set. This type of scaling has been recently shown to
improve an upper bound on the theoretical number of iterations
for dual gradient methods [29].

(28)
. Since
, it is easy to see that condition (28) is
satisﬁed if and only if either
then

(29)
or
(30)
may not be nonnegative
is satisﬁed. Although in theory
holds after the ﬁrst
(cf. Step 1 of GPAD), in practice
converges rapidly to 1. The
few iterations since
aforementioned observations lead to Algorithm 2 for the case
, which is very effective in practice according to our
experience.
Due to Corollary 6, Algorithm 1 started with
and the
termination criterion given by Algorithm 2 will terminate after
steps.
at most
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V. EFFICIENT CALCULATION OF THE GRADIENT
OF THE DUAL FUNCTION
The main computational burden of GPAD lies in solving
problem
(Step 2 in Algorithm 1). Notice
that the dual cost (6) can be written as

(31)
where
. The next proposition describes how the optimal inputstate sequences for (31) can be calculated efﬁciently, for any
vector
. It is an extension of the standard Riccati recursion for ﬁnite-horizon LQ unconstrained optimal control problems, adjusted appropriately to account for the contribution of
the dual vector in the cost function in a computationally efﬁcient
manner.
Proposition 9: Let
,
,
, , , , ,
be calculated by Algorithm 3. Given
, the unique opfor (29) is given by Algorithm 4.
timal input sequence
Proof: See Appendix A.
Counting only arithmetic operations of cubic order (matrix-matrix products, factorizations and forward-backward
substitutions for linear systems with matrix-valued right
hand-sides), the total complexity for Algorithm 3 is roughly
ﬂops, which increases only linearly with the prediction
horizon. Having performed the factor step, calculating the
gradient of (29) is very cheap. Speciﬁcally, computing takes
ﬂops, which
again increases only linearly with the prediction horizon. In
many cases, one can explore additional problem structure to
further reduce the computational cost of Algorithm 4. For
example, in the usual case of state-input box constraints the
cost is roughly
. In the
context of MPC for LTI systems, the factor step (Algorithm 3)
can be performed off-line. Algorithms 3 and 4 can be trivially
extended to MPC for LTV systems. In that case, the factor step
needs to be performed only once at every sampling time.
Remark 3: For LTI systems, if the terminal weight
matrix
is the solution of the discrete-time algebraic Riccati equation (DARE) corresponding to the inﬁnite-horizon unconstrained problem, then Algorithm 3 takes
ﬂops,

independently of the horizon length , since all quantities
appearing in Algorithm 3 become time-invariant. Furthermore
memory requirements are very small and independent of the
horizon length.
Remark 4: Riccati-like recursions coupled with block elimination for factoring the KKT matrix arising in interior point
methods for MPC problems have been proposed in the literature [30], [31]. The factor step needs exactly the same number
of ﬂops as Algorithm 3 (excluding the calculation of
,
and Step 3 which becomes null in the setting described in [31]).
However, in [31], the solve step costs
,
while Algorithm 4 takes
. Therefore, our apﬂops less.
proach requires
Remark 5: Note that if the condensed dual formulation of
[21] was used, then Steps 2 and 3 of Algorithm 1 would require
a matrix-vector product whose cost is of order
. The cost
of forming the matrices of the condensed dual is of order
since the Cholesky factorization of
matrix is required to form the Hessian of the dual. Therefore, the condensed
approach is less suitable for LTV systems than the approach of
Algorithms 3 and 4. Finally, in the case of open-loop unstable
systems, the condition number of the Hessian of the primal may
increase with the prediction horizon, possibly causing potential
numerical instabilities, which also makes the use Algorithms 3
and 4 more suitable.
VI. CERTIFICATION OF COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
The problem of certifying the computational complexity of
GPAD algorithm when applied to solve
amounts to determining a uniform iteration bound [cf. (4), equivalently (1)],
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deﬁned as follows. For simplicity, it is assumed that GPAD is
started from
.
, where
Deﬁnition 10: Given
,
, integer
is called an -uniform
iteration bound ( -UIB, for short) for GPAD on if for every
and every
,
is a
-optimal solution
.
for
Determining a UIB a priori is important in embedded control
applications to enforce hard real-time properties of the MPC
controller. One can easily infer from Corollary 7 that in order to
obtain a UIB for GPAD on , one must derive a bound on
(37)
where
giving for each
optimal solution, i.e.,
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Lemma 13: Consider
. If
satisﬁes the Slater condition if and only if
is bounded and
which case

, then
, in

(40)
for all

, where
and
is a Slater vector for
.
Proof: See Appendix B.
Remark 6: For
, the tightest possible bound of the form (41) can be obtained by solving
. Although
this problem may not be convex, it is equivalent to
,
where

is the single-valued mapping
the minimum Euclidean-norm dual

(38)
Deﬁnition 11: For a
, we say that
on if
a uniform dual bound (UDB) for
The calculation of a UDB immediately leads to the
[cf. (24)]

is
.
-UIB

(41)
Notice that is a univariate function for which one can compute
a root by employing a generalized Newton method with respect
to , where at each iteration we solve (41), which is a convex
QP, cf. [33]. The algorithm is very efﬁcient and it converges
only in a few iterations.
Proposition 14: Let
, with
, and
(42a)
(42b)

(39)
The next two subsections show how to compute a UDB for
. The ﬁrst approach provides easily computable UDBs by
calculating a bound for
on compact
. The second approach provides a tight
subsets of
UDB, valid on the entire set of parameters for which
is
feasible, i.e.,
and it requires the solution of a Linear
Program with Linear Complementarity Constraints (LPCC), for
which dedicated solvers providing globally optimal solutions
exist.

where

is a Slater vector for

,

. If

,

is a UDB for
on
.
Proof: See Appendix B.
Lemma 13 can also be exploited to calculate an easily comon
, where
putable UDB for

then

(43)
and
, as shown in the following proposition.
, if
then
Proposition 15: Given
is a UDB for
on
, where
(44)

A. UDB Based on Slater’s Condition
It

turns

out

that

ﬁnding an upper bound for
on a compact subset of
(assuming that
has a nonempty interior) is a much
easier problem than calculating
. The need to conﬁne the
search for such a bound only on a compact set
is dictated by Lemma 13 presented below. First, the following
deﬁnition is needed.
Deﬁnition 12: We say that
satisﬁes the Slater condition
(at
) if there exists a
such that
. We
call any such vector a Slater vector for
.
The ﬁrst uniform dual bound is valid on a polytope
given as the convex hull of a set of parameter vectors in
. It requires the solution of an optimization
problem for every point in the set. It is largely based on the
following lemma which is an extension of [22, Ex. 5.3.1], [32,
Lem. 1] for parametric optimization problems.

Proof: According to (43), for any
there exists
a Slater vector such that
,
. Invoking
Lemma 13, this implies
, where the second inequality follows from nonnegativity of . Taking the maximum in both sides of the inequality
, we arrive at (44).
among all
Problem (44) entails the maximization of a convex quadratic
function over a polyhedral set. Calculating a globally optimal
solution for such a problem is NP-hard [34]. However, there
exist efﬁcient global optimization techniques [35], such as
spatial branch-and-bound methods [36] or branch-and-bound
combined with linear [37] and semideﬁnite [38] programming
relaxations, to name a few. Notice that Proposition 15 remains
valid if is merely an upper bound of the cost function of
along the polyhedral set
. The following corollary shows
how one can compute such an upper bound, and therefore a
UDB for
on
, by solving a single convex QP.
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Corollary 16: Given
, if
then
is a UDB for
on , where
is the optimal value
of the following concave quadratic maximization problem

Lemma 18: Consider a

,a

and let
. The solution set

of (47) is given by

(45)
(48)
and
are such that
.
Proof: Clearly, the function
is concave due to the choice of , while
implies
, therefore
overapproximates
on
(see, e.g.
[39, p. 278]). This implies that (45) is a concave quadratic
maximization problem and
. Invoking Proposition 15
is a UDB for
on .
we conclude that
B. UDB Based on Minimum-Norm Dual Optimal Solution
Although UDBs based on Proposition 14 and Corollary 16
are easy to compute even for large-scale systems, usually they
are not tight, leading to conservative UIBs. Furthermore, these
UDBs are valid only on a subset of the interior of
. However, tight UIBs valid on the entire
can be crucial in embedded MPC applications for systems with fast sampling rates,
where stability and invariance guarantees are required. On the
other hand, the tightest UDB is clearly
[cf. (37)].
,
is a nonempty polyNotice that since for
hedral set, there always exists a unique
that attains the
minimum in (38). In principle one can determine
explicitly (by solving the convex parametric quadratic optimization
problem
using the algorithm of [40]) and then calculate
for each critical region. However, this procedure is valid
for small-scale problems only.
In this subsection we will show how one can efﬁciently compute the UDB
(46)
explicitly. The
without solving the parametric problem
quantity
is a tight approximation of
as the next proposition shows.
Proposition 17: Consider
,
given by
(37), (47) respectively. Then

Proof: Follows directly from
,
.
We next present a new characterization of the minimum Euclidean-norm dual optimal solution of
. To keep notation
simple, the results are presented for the condensed dual formulation
(47)
where , , can be computed from (1) [21] (see also Remark
5). First, we need the following lemma.

Proof: See [40, Prop. 1].
Theorem 19: Consider
. Then
is the
minimum-norm solution of (47) if and only if there exists a
such that
(49a)
(49b)
Proof: See Appendix B.
Based on Theorem 19 we can compute the UDB
[cf. (47)] by solving the optimization problem
(50)
are available, Problem (50)
Assuming that bounds on
can be modeled as a Mixed-Integer Linear Program (MILP) by
employing the so-called “big- ” technique (see e.g. [41, Prop.
2]) and using a small tolerance (e.g., the machine precision)
beyond which any number is considered to be positive to model
the clause
(see, e.g., [42, Eq. (4e)]). In
practice one can iterate on estimating large-enough bounds on
. The resulting MILP would contain
binary variables
and the choice of tolerance in conjunction with large bounds
on the variables can cause numerical problems to MILP solvers.
Next, another UDB valid on
will be presented, whose
calculation requires the solution of an LPCC, for which there
exist specialized global optimization algorithms, e.g., [43] and
[44], that do not rely on the big- formulation and thus, do not
require bounds on variables.
Notice that every index set
deﬁnes a (pos[cf. (48)], i.e.,
sibly empty) face of the polyhedral set
. The next
lemma sets the stage for the establishment of a tight UDB on
which is easier to compute than
. The key
idea is that instead of computing the minimum-norm element
of
, one could more easily compute the minimum-norm
, which at the same
optimal solution along some face of
time lies in the relative interior of the face. Notice that since
is pointed (it does not contain a line) it has at least
one extreme point, which automatically satisﬁes the above
requirement.
Lemma 20: Consider any
and let
and
. Then
if and only if there exists a
such that
,
.
Proof: See Appendix B.
Based on Lemma 20, the following theorem characterizes
all such dual optimal solutions via complementarity conditions.
Furthermore, it provide an alternative characterization for the
minimum-norm element of
.
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Theorem 21: For

, let
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TABLE I
COMPARISON WITH [17] ON THE BALL AND PLATE EXAMPLE
FOR ACHIEVING DUAL ACCURACY

(51)
Then

is nonempty, bounded, and
(52)

Proof: See Appendix B.
Next, deﬁne the following UDB:
(53)
Taking into account (51), UDB
as the optimal cost of the LPCC

can be expressed

(54)
As the next proposition shows,
is no smaller than
. However, the next proposition provides a practical
criterion (involving only the calculation of
at some
point ) which ascertains their equality without calculating
. Speciﬁcally, after an optimal solution
of
(55) has been computed, one can solve the QP deﬁned in (39)
for
. If the resulting dual vector
is equal to then
is equal to
.
Proposition 22: One has
.
then
If
.
Proof: Notice that
and
due to Proposition 21. Therefore, every feasible solution of (47) is also a feasible
solution of (53) proving
.
Now, if the premise of the proposition holds, one has
.
VII. SIMULATIONS
A. Ball and Plate Example
The example considers a plate tilted around two axes to
control the position of a ball [16]. Assuming a sampling
time equal to 0.01 s, the motion of the ball along each axis
on the plate can be described by a discrete-time LTI model,
whose states are the ball position and velocity along the
axis, the input is the tilt angle, and the state-update matrices
are

,

. The state vector is
, while the input
. The stage cost is the
with

constrained in
must belong to
same as in [16], i.e.,
,

.

1) Comparison With [17]: In the ﬁrst experiment we compare GPAD against the fast dual gradient method proposed in
[17]. We remark that the purpose of the experiment is mainly to

highlight the fact that although both of the algorithms are based
on Nesterov’s accelerated gradient method, their behavior can
be completely different in practice.
The comparison concerns both the performance of the algorithms in terms of observed iterations and the tightness of the
proposed UDBs. For this reason, we replicate the simulation
setting of [17]. The terminal weight matrix
and
,
represent the bound constraints on the state vector. The reand horizon
quired accuracy on the dual cost is
length varies from
to
with step 2. The set
of initial states is obtained by scaling the maximum admissible
set for
, in accordance to Figure 1 of [17]. We compute a worst-case number of iterations for both algorithms, by
forming a uniform grid on the set of initial states and computing
for each point of the grid a dual solution whose dual cost is no
larger than
from the optimal cost. Since there is no termination criterion presented in [17], for each parameter point the
exact optimal cost is computed using Gurobi [45] and used by
the algorithms for their termination. The results of the simulations are presented in Table I. In the third column, the worst-case
number of iterations for [17] is shown, which is aligned with
the results appearing in that paper. As it can be seen from the
second column of Table I, the worst-case number of iterations
for GPAD is much smaller. We remark that the cost per iteration
of both algorithms is of the same order. In the last three columns
of Table I, the UIBs computed according to (53), Corollary 16,
and Proposition 14 are reported. The UIBs coming from Proposition 14 are roughly one order of magnitude smaller than the
ones reported in Fig. 2 of [17]. However, UIBs coming from
(53) and Corollary 16 are much tighter.
2) Certiﬁcation Analysis: The purpose of the next experiment is to test the tightness of the UDBs proposed in Section VI.
Two separate scenarios are analyzed. In the ﬁrst scenario, the
terminal cost is
, where
is the solution of the corresponding DARE and there are no terminal constraints in the MPC formulation; in the second scenario, is the
same while
,
represent the maximal positively invariant
(MPI) set of the system in closed-loop with the LQR feedback
law. We remark here, that both scenarios cannot be handled by
the algorithm in [17], since
is not diagonal, and the polyhedral terminal constraint set has a complicated structure. To make
the comparison fair, the obtained UIBs are compared on
,
, where
is calculated via projection. However, we remark that the calculation of UDBs of (53) and Corollary 16 does not require the
projection of a polytope, in general. The certiﬁcation analysis is
carried out for GPAD when applied to Problem (1) with prediction horizon ranging from
to
with step 2 and
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Fig. 1. Complexity certiﬁcation of MPC without terminal constraints for the ball on the plate example:
-UIB based on (53) (solid-diamond), based on
Proposition 14 (dash-square), based on Corollary 16 (dash-dot-star), and observed maximum number of iterations based on sampling (dash-dot-circle). (a) Without
terminal constraints; (b) with terminal constraints.

Fig. 2. Complexity certiﬁcation of MPC with terminal constraints for the masses example:
-UIB based on (53) (solid-diamond), based on Proposition 14
(dash-square), based on Corollary 16 (dash-dot-star), and observed maximum number of iterations based on sampling (dash-dot-circle) for various values of . (a)
, horizon
; (b) masses
, horizon
.
Masses

parameter
. Notice that UDBs given by Corollary
16 and Proposition 14 are ﬁnite only in the case of being positive. The certiﬁcation analysis is conducted for each and ,
by applying the following steps:
,
1) constraints of (1) are normalized so as to have
;
2) the Lipschitz constant is calculated as in [21];
on
. Problem (54) giving
3) compute UDB (53) for
UDB (53) is solved using the mixed-integer solver of
CPLEX [46], by modeling the complementarity constraints with indicator variables, thus removing the need
to select proper big- values;
4) compute UDB of Corollary 16, for
on
;
on , with the
5) compute UDB of Proposition 14, for
collection of points being the vertices of
;
6) for each UDB compute the corresponding -UIB ac;
cording to (39), where
7) compute a worst-case number of iterations based on sampling, by forming a uniform grid on
and computing
-solution, using
for each point of the grid a
Algorithm 2.

The results of the analysis of the two scenarios are summarized in Fig. 1. One can observe that the UIBs obtained by the
UDB (53) are much tighter than the ones of Proposition 14 and
Corollary 16, as expected. In fact, in all cases the assumptions
of Proposition 22 are satisﬁed, showing that UDB (53) is tight in
the sense of Proposition 17. Furthermore, contrary to the UDBs
of Proposition 14 and Corollary 16, the UDBs of (53) are also
valid on the boundary of
, and one can observe that for
the particular example, the UDB does not increase too much as
one moves from the interior to the boundary. However, extensive simulations have shown that for many MPC problems this
is not the case, with the corresponding UDB increasing rapidly
as the boundary of
is approached.
The worst-case iteration counts of Algorithm 2 are within
15–59% of the tight UIBs obtained by (53), conﬁrming that
the theoretical bound of (39) is quite tight. On the downside,
UDB (53) is harder to compute than the UDBs based on Proposition 14 and Corollary 16. Interestingly, one can observe that
the UIBs obtained for the scenario where no terminal constraints
are present are tighter for
. On the other hand, the number
of iterations, both in theory and in practice, are smaller for the
scenario in which terminal constraints are present, although the
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Fig. 3. Runtime results for the masses example
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.

problem is more “complex” due to the presence of the terminal
set.
B. Masses Example
The setup for this example is similar to [8], [9]. It consists
of a sequence of
objects of equal mass serially connected
to each other, by spring-dampers of equal spring constant and
damping coefﬁcient , and to walls on either side. Between two
consecutive masses there is and actuator exerting tensions. The
discrete-time LTI model is obtained after discretization with
sampling period of 0.5 s, and it consists of
states
and
inputs. Each state of the system is constrained
, while each input in
. The stage cost is
to lie in
with
,
.
1) Complexity Certiﬁcation: The purpose of the ﬁrst set of
simulations is to test the tightness of the UDBs proposed in
Section VI to problems of larger dimension than the previous
example. It is assumed that
,
,
. Further, where
is
more the terminal cost is
the solution of the corresponding DARE, and
,
represent the MPI set of the system in closed-loop with the LQR
feedback law. The UIBs obtained by computing the UDBs of
(53), Corollary 16, and Proposition 14 are compared on the
masses example for
,
,
. The certiﬁcation analysis follows
exactly the same Steps 1–7 of Section VII-A. The results are
summarized in Fig. 2. The worst-case iteration counts for Algorithm 2 are within 14–83% and 49–60% of the UIBs obtained
by (53), for
and
, respectively. Therefore for the
speciﬁc example the theoretical bound of (24) is quite tight. In
both cases, Proposition 22 is valid conﬁrming that the UDBs of
(53) are tight. The parameter value appearing in Proposition
22 lies always on the boundary of
, a phenomenon which
, the tight UDBs
appears in most of our simulations. For
obtained by (53) are 588
and 545
. In fact,
UDBs can take signiﬁcantly large values especially for
,
as we have observed in numerous simulations. In such cases,
the advantage of choosing
is evident since the UIB of
, while the iteration bounds for primal
(39) is of order
and dual optimality are of order
.
2) Performance Comparison: The purpose of the next
experiment is to compare the practical performance of GPAD
against existing solvers: the interior-point, primal active set,

and dual active set solvers of GUROBI 5.0 [45] and CPLEX
v12.4 [46], the interior-point solver QUADPROG of MATLAB
R2012a Optimization Toolbox, QPOASES [5], the QP solver
of the MPC Toolbox [47] DANTZGMP, based on the active set
method described in [4], and the new QP solver of the MPC
Toolbox implementing the QPKWIK algorithm [6].
As the emphasis of the comparison is on worst-case execution
time that is a fundamental parameter in real-time embedded optimization, all algorithms are cold-started. The negative effect of
this choice is more signiﬁcant for active-set solvers, especially
for QPOASES which takes most advantage of warm-starting.
The algorithms are tested on the MPC problem (1) for the
masses example, with the number of masses
ranging from
5 to 25 with step 5 and horizon length
ranging from 10 to
,
and the terminal
90 with step 10. Here,
conditions are the same as in the previous subsection.
For GPAD, the inequality constraints of the MPC problem
,
, the initial iterate is
were scaled so as to have
always
, and the termination criterion of Algorithm
2 is checked at every iteration. The resulting MPC problem
was solved for relative accuracies
. GPAD was programmed in C (compiler GCC 4.2) using BLAS for matrix-vector and inner products, and called through MATLAB via a mex interface. The
MPC problem matrices were passed in sparse form (keeping the
states as decision variables) to the interior-point solvers, and in
condensed form (having eliminated the states) to the active set
solvers. For each of the solvers their default termination criteria
were used. For every different combination of , , 100 different initial states were chosen at random by solving the LP
, where the elements of
are drawn from the standard normal distribution and
is uniformly distributed between 0 and 0.6.
Simulations were performed on a MacBook Pro (2.66 GHz
Intel Core 2 Duo, 4 GB RAM). All algorithms were called in
MATLAB through their mex interfaces and runtimes were measured using the tic-toc command of MATLAB. The results
of the simulation experiments are summarized in Figs. 3–5. The
active-set solvers QPOASES, DANTZGMP, QPKWIK were
run only for
and
since their average runtime well exceeds the sampling time of
.
The same is true for the active set solvers of GUROBI and
CPLEX when
.
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Fig. 4. Runtime results for the masses example

.

Fig. 5. Runtime results for the masses example

.

As the running time of active set solvers grows rapidly with
problem size, we do not report the corresponding results for
large problems. Clearly, as observed earlier, their performance
can be signiﬁcantly improved by warm-starting, an information that might not always be available during MPC operations,
such as after a set-point change or the occurrence of a large
disturbance.
One can observe that GPAD outperforms all the solvers in
terms of average runtime by more than an order of magnitude.
For relative accuracies
its worstcase runtime is well below the sampling time of 500 ms, even for
,
long horizons and large number of masses. For
the worst-case runtime of GPAD with relative accuracy
or
exceeds the sampling time
for some values of the
horizon length. Among the rest of the solvers, the interior-point
algorithm of GUROBI seems to be the most efﬁcient. For up
to 10 masses, its worst-case runtime is less than , while for
larger number of masses it exceeds it for horizon length above
certain threshold. Overall, the conclusion drawn is that, if only
medium accuracy solutions are sought, GPAD is the algorithm
of choice for the speciﬁc example, not to mention that it is even
the simplest to implement.
We remark that the ofﬂine time needed to build problem matrices for the active-set problems is not included in the ﬁgures.
However this grows very fast with the prediction horizon and
number of masses. Due to the choice of the terminal cost and
Remark 3, the time needed by the factor step (cf. Algorithm 3)
is independent of the horizon length. Speciﬁcally, the execution

time of Algorithm 3 is 47, 110, 169, 288, 811 s for
,
10, 15, 20, 25, respectively. In all cases it is almost negligible
compared to the average time per iteration of GPAD.
Regarding the efﬁcacy of the termination criterion (cf. Algorithm 2), in 35.9% of the cases the algorithm was stopped due
to criterion (28), in 52.5% due to criterion (29) and in 11.43%
due to criterion (27). Criterion (28) was successful 25.7% of
the times it was tested, while the corresponding percentage for
(29) and (27) is 51% and 65.27% respectively. Finally, criterion
(28) was tested in 6% of the total number of iterations, while
the corresponding percentage for (29) and (27) is 4.48% and
0.76% respectively. The conclusion drawn from these numbers
is that Algorithm 2 reduces the number of iterations needed for
the termination of Algorithm 1 in practice, since the criterion
dictated by theory is hardly ever satisﬁed before
(28), (29) or (27). Furthermore, the most computationally expensive criterion (27) which requires the calculation of the dual
function is rarely checked and when it does, almost 2/3 of the
times is successful.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has proposed an accelerated dual gradient projection algorithm that is particularly tailored to embedded
applications of linear MPC designs. Although GPAD is a dual
algorithm, its convergence properties derived in this paper
regard primal optimality and feasibility. Speciﬁcally, GPAD
-optimal solution for the primal problem
can compute an
in
iterations. Although GPAD has a computation
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performance that is comparable to other existing QP solvers,
its main purpose is to be extremely simple to code (as it only
involves products, sums, and comparisons), and to have rather
tight upper-bounds (computable ofﬂine) on the maximum
number of iterations. These characteristics ease the certiﬁcation
of the control code and make it quite suitable for implementation in embedded systems, compared to other (possibly faster,
but more complicated) solvers.
One drawback of GPAD is its sensitivity to scaling, a fact that
is well known for ﬁrst-order methods [22]. Preconditioning can
dramatically improve the convergence rate of GPAD. According
to our experience, one simple choice of preconditioning that
works well in practice is to compute a diagonal approximation
of the Hessian of the dual cost in (47) and perform
a change of coordinates in the dual space with scaling matrix
equal to
[22, Sec. 2.3.1]. An alternative approach was
suggested recently in [29] and [48].
Ongoing and future work includes closed-loop stability analysis of MPC under
-optimality, and derivation of convergence and bounds for the algorithm in the presence of errors
due to ﬁxed-point computations [49], [50].
APPENDIX A
consider the
Proof of Proposition 9: For each
Hamiltonian function
[22, Sec.
1.9],
. Since
is
jointly convex in
and strictly convex in , the necessary
and sufﬁcient condition for to be the unique optimal inputstate sequence for (5) is
(56)
where the costate vectors

satisfy the adjoint equations
(57a)
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APPENDIX B
Proof of Lemma 13: Let
. We have
, where the ﬁrst equality follows from
being nonempty, the second by the deﬁnition of
the domain of a set-valued mapping and the third by [51, Prop.
2.44]. Using the well-known representation for the relative interior of polyhedral sets this means that
if and
only if there exists a such that
and
, i.e.,
the Slater condition holds for
, which in turn is equivalent
to the boundedness of
and implies (41), [22, Ex. 5.3.1],
[32, Lem. 1].
Proof of Proposition 14: Let
.
Any
can be expressed as
, for some
such that
. Let
.
Then since
is an afﬁne subspace,
,
i.e.,
. Furthermore, for any
,
, the ﬁrst inequality
being valid due to convexity of each component of and the
choice of [cf. (42a)]. Therefore is a Slater vector for
.
Thus,

where the ﬁrst inequality is due to Lemma 13, the second follows by convexity of , and the last by the nonnegativity of
and (42b).
Proof of Theorem 19: Since
, it must
satisfy the KKT conditions for (48), which are given by (49a).
Using Lemma 18,
is the solution of the following
strictly convex quadratic program:

(57b)

(60a)

Next, we claim that

(60b)
(58)

(60c)

and ,
given by (36). For
, the claim is valid since by (57b),
. Assume that (58) holds for some
.
Solving (56) with respect to , one gets

where is any optimal solution. According to the KKT conditions for (60),
must be primal feasible [cf. (60b), (60c)]
and there must exist a
such that (49b) holds. Notice
that one can use
in (60b) making it redundant. This concludes the proof.
Proof of Lemma 20: Since

with

(59)
Substituting (58) in (59), we obtain
. Substituting the state equation
, and solving for , we arrive at (37a),
with
,
,
,
given by (34).
Next, multiplying the state equation by
and using
(58) we arrive at

(61)
is a strictly convex QP and
is nonempty [indeed
], it has a unique optimal solution
which must
satisfy the KKT conditions, i.e., feasibility and
(62)

Adding
in both sides, using (57a), (37a)
and rearranging terms we obtain
, where
is
given by (36) in Algorithm 4 with
,
,
given by (35)
conﬁrming the induction argument and completing the proof.

By deﬁnition is feasible and
,
is optimal for (61) if and only if
, which can be equivalently written as
, since
,
.

. Therefore,
, for every
,
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Proof of Theorem 21: By Lemma 20,
is the set of
all
that are minimum-norm optimal solutions along
some face of
. Since
is a polyhedral set, it has a
ﬁnite number of faces. This means that the set
is ﬁnite
and therefore bounded. We next show that
proving that
is nonempty. According to Theorem 19
there exists a
such that
,
,
, while for
one has
, therefore
for
as well. This also implies that
.
On the other hand, since
, it follows that
,
proving (53).
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